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81. INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE g is a map of a K(r, 1) manifold M to itself such that the p-th iterate gP is 
homotopic to the identity. We consider the problem of determining when g is 
homotopic to a homeomorphism whose p-th iterate is equal to the identity. This is one 
aspect of the general question of how the fundamental group of M influences the 
topology of M and, in particular, the topological symmetry of M. Our goal in this 
paper is to show that for a certain class of 3-manifolds (sufficiently large, orientable 
Seifert fiber spaces) one can determine from the fundamental group alone which 
homotopically periodic maps are homotopic to periodic maps of the same period. 
In dimension two the solution to this problem for compact orientable surfaces is 
known as Nielsen’s Theorem[6,9, 191. Conner and Raymond[24] have successfully 
considered problems of this nature for higher dimensional aspherical manifolds. For 
example, in [3] they show that for “most” bundles, which fiber over the circle with a 
k-torus as fiber, every group of homotopy classes of maps can be geometrically 
realized by an isomorphic group of homeomorphisms. That this result cannot be 
extended to include all such torus bundles, even if one restricts their attention to only 
the cyclic groups, was shown by Raymond and Scott[ll>]. They gave examples of 
torus bundles of dimension 2k-1 (k 12) on which there are diffeomorphisms whose 
homotopy classes have period k but none of which are homotopic to homeomor- 
phisms of period k. It is significant that the known failures of Nielsen’s theorem in 
dimensions greater than two are predictable from the fundamental group. Thus even 
here the fundamental group seems to be accurately reflecting the topological sym- 
metry of the manifolds. 
Consider the homomorphism @: Homeo(M)+Aut(rr,(M)) which assigns to each 
homeomorphism g the outer-automorphism g* induced on the fundamental group by g. 
In [2] Conner and Raymond observed that if G is a group of homeomorphisms of M 
then the abstract kernel (G, r,(M), t,bJG) has an extension. This provides a necessary 
condition (which in all presently known examples is also sufficient) for a homotopic- 
ally periodic map of period p’ to be homotopic to a map whose p-th iterate is the 
identity. Suppose g is a map of M such that gp = 1 and let 1+4~: 2, + Out(rr,(M)) denote 
the homomorphism sending a generator to g*. Then if there does exist a homeomor- 
phism h homotopic to g such that hP = 1 it follows that there exists an extension of 
the group x,(M) by 2, corresponding to the abstract kernel (Z,,, n,(M), I,$). Such an 
extension exists if and only if the corresponding obstruction Obs (Z,, r,(M), IL,) E 
H3(Zp; .z(n,(M))) vanishes. (Here z(m,(M)) denotes the center of n,(M).) This is 
discussed more fully in §2 where the obstruction is interpreted geometrically. 
Let us consider the 3-dimensional case where we assume that M is a compact, 
orientable, irreducible 3-manifold which is sufficiently large. Moreover we shall 
consider only finite cyclic groups of outer-automorphisms which have prime period p, 
for even in the 2-dimensional case the situation is not understood for arbitrary finite 
groups[l9]. If the group H3(Z,, z(rr,(M>)) is not zero it follows that M is a Seifert 
fiber space[l71 since z(ndM)) # 0. In fact, z(r,(M)) is always infinite cyclic except 
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for S’ X S’ X S’ and St X S’ x I. But H3(ZP; 2) # 0 if and only if p = 2 and the cyclic 
group Z receives a nontrivial Zz-module structure from i: Zz c Out (n,(M)). Thus the 
only situation in which Obs (Z,, v,(M), i) can possibly fail to vanish occurs when It4 is 
a Seifert fiber space and p = 2. Our first theorem shows that when z(‘IT,(M)) Z 0, the 
vanishing of this obstruction is indeed a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
subgroup Z2 of Out (r,(M)) to be realized geometrically. 
THEOREM A. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible Seifert fiber space which 
contains an incompressible fibered torus. Suppose that g is a map of M to itself such 
that g2 is homotopic to the identity. Then g is homotopic to an involution (which can 
be chosen to be fiber-preserving) if and only if Obs (Zz, r,(M), I,&.) = 0. 
For prime p > 2 we can treat all cases where M fibers over S’ with fiber different 
from the torus and the fundamental group has a nontrivial center. As we have already 
observed, all obstructions vanish in this case for cyclic groups of odd prime order. 
THEOREM B. Let M be a closed, orientable Seifert fiber space which fibers ouer S’ 
with fiber distinct from the torus. If g is a map of M to itself such that gp is homotopic 
to the identity (p an odd prime) then there exists a homeomorphism h homotopic to g 
such that hP = identity. 
This theorem is proved by first showing that there exists a fibering over S’ in 
which the fibers are invariant up to homotopy under g. The result then follows by a 
straightforward application of a theorem in [14], where a similar result is obtained for 
closed orientable 3-manifolds M fibered over S’ with H,(M; Q) = Q. 
The proof of Theorem A is much more delicate since one must take into account 
the obstruction of the corresponding abstract kernel. We describe this obstruction in 
terms of the trace of the homotopy from g” to the identity. This geometric version of 
the obstruction is used in 93 to reduce the general case (for p = 2) to the case where 
M has boundary and g2 is homotopic to the identity by a homotopy constant on the 
boundary. The proof is completed in 85 where we appeal to the following result 
proved in §4. 
THEOREM C. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible Seifert fiber space with 
aM# 4. If g is a map of M such that g2 is homotopic to the identity by a homotopy 
constant on aM then g is homotopic relative to aM to a fiber-preserving involution. 
Boehme and Waldhausen consider a 2-dimensional version of this theorem in an 
unpublished manuscript. Our proofs can also be carried out in dimension two to 
obtain the 2-dimensional analogues of Theorems A and C above. 
We will work in the PL category exclusively throughout this paper. A surface F in 
M is usually assumed to be properly embedded, i.e. F rl aM = aF. A surface F in aM 
or properly embedded in M is incompressible (in M) if F is not a disk or 2-sphere and 
whenever D is a disk in M such that D 0 F = aD then XI is contractible in F. A 
3-manifold M is suficiently large if it contains a two-sided incompressible surface. 
The surface F is two-sided in M if F has a regular neighborhood homeomorphic to 
F x [-1, l] with F = F x (0). We say that M is irreducible if every 2-sphere in M 
bounds a 3-cell. 
Let F and G be surfaces in aM or properly embedded in M. F is parallel to G if 
there exists an embedding of F x Z in M such that F = F x 0 and G = 
(a(F x I) - F x 0). An annulus A properly embedded in M is called essential if A is 
incompressible and A is not parallel to an annulus in aM. 
Suppose that F is a two-sided surface properly embedded in M. We say that the 
3-manifold M’ is obtained from M by splitting along F if there is an onto map p: 
M’+M such that pip-‘(M - F) is a homeomorphism and p-‘(F) C aM’ consists of 
two copies of F, each mapped homeomorphically by p onto F. 
Given a surface F and a homeomorphism 4: F+F, we let FX +Z?’ denote the 
3-manifold obtained from F x R’ by identifying (x, t) with (4(x), t + 1). We designate 
the points in F x ,+R’ by [x, t]. 
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A Seifert fiber space is a compact 3-manifold M which can be decomposed into 
the union of disjoint simple closed curves (fibers) such that each fiber has a 
neighborhood, consisting of fibers, that can be mapped by a fiber-preserving 
homeomorphism onto a fibered solid torus. A fibered solid torus of type (cc, Y) is 
formed by Dz x ,+I?‘, where 4 is the rotation of the disk D2 through an angle of 274~ 
degrees (CL and v are relatively prime integers p > Y > 0 or F = 1). The fibers are 
formed by the equivalence classes [x x R’]. Thus the core [0 x R’] meets [D2 X 01 once 
and every other fiber meets [D* x 0] exactly p times. If JL > 1, the core (or any fiber of 
M corresponding to it) is called an exceptional fiber. The quotient space of M by the 
fibers is a 2-manifold which we call the orbit surface. A map between two Seifert fiber 
spaces is said to be fiber-preserving if it maps fibers into fibers. A general reference to 
Seifert fiber spaces is [IO]. 
$2. THE ROLE OF THE TRACE 
Recall [8, IV.81 that a pair of groups G, P together with a homomorphism 9: 
G *Out rr = Aut (P)/Inn (a) is called an abstract kernel. An extension to a given 
abstract kernel (G, 7~, $) is a commutative diagram 
I I I 
I- Inn (r) - Aut (r) - Out (a) - 1 
with exact rows. Let ~1: rr+Aut (a) be the homomorphism which sends (Y to the inner 
automorphism p(a)P = a-‘@. For X, y E G, if d(x) is an automorphism in 1,5(x) with 
d(l)= 1, there is an element f(x, y)E 7~ with f(x, l)= 1 = f(1, y) such that 
4(~)4(y)&~y)-’ = p(f(x, y)). Corresponding to f is an obstruction cocycle k for the 
abstract kernel (G, ~9 J/) defined by 0, Y, z> = (4(x)f(y. 2). 
f(x, yz) . f(xy, z)-’ - f(x, y)-‘) for x, y, z E G. Note that the center z(r) = ker p can be 
viewed via JI as a G-module. Then k determines a cohomology class Obs (G, r, (lr) E 
H3(G; z(r)) which vanishes if and only if the abstract kernel has an extension. 
Now suppose we have a map g: M+M such that g” = 1. Let I,&: 2, +Out (r,(M)) 
be the homomorphism which sends a generator of 2, to the outer automorphism g* 
induced by g. If Z, is a subgroup of Homeo (M), Conner and Raymond[2] have 
observed that the corresponding abstract kernel (Z,, a,(M), IL,) has an extension E. In 
fact, they offer an explicit construction for the group E and show that there is an 
action by E on the universal covering space of M which covers the given action of Z,. 
LEMMA 2.1[2, 121. If there exists a homeomorphism h homotopic IO g such that 
hP = 1, then the abstract kernel.(Z,, n,(M), (I,) has an extension. 
We now describe how one may view the cocycles of Obs(Z,, r,(M), &)E 
H3(ZP; z(rr,(M))) geometrically in terms of the trace of the homotopy gp = 1. From 
this point of view, certain examples of the failure of Nielsen’s Theorem are relatively 
easy to recognize. So suppose g is a map of M such that gp z 1. We assume that g has 
been normalized by a homotopy such that a basepoint x0 of M is fixed by g. Then g 
induces an automorphism g, of 7~ = r,(M, x0). When discussing extensions of rr 
corresponding to the abstract kernel (Z,, 7r, &) we shall always use the function 4: 
Z, + Auto (P) defined by #J(A) = g; (0 I n C p) to represent the conjugation class I,& 
Consider a homotopy G: M x I + M from gp to the identity and let T denote the 
element of rr represented by the trace G(xo, c). Observe that gg = ~(7) and T depends 
on the choice of the homotopy G. However, if T! corresponds to the trace of any other 
homotopy gp = 1, we of course must have CL(T) = ~(7’). Thus the element T of r 
represented by the trace is unique up to an element of the center of 7r. Because of 
this, the results in this section are independent of the choice of the homotopy gp = 1. 
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LEMMA 2.2 ANT-’ is an element of the center of 7r. 
Proof. Since gi = P(T), the associativity of g,gg-‘g, implies that g*p(r)= 
k(T)g*; that is, g+(T)g;’ = p(T). Since g&.k(T)g;’ = /.L(g*(T)), it fOhOWS that g*(T)T-’ 
is in the kernel of CL. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p be a prime. If p > 2 assume z(r) = Z. Then Obs (Z,, 7~, Jig) = 0 if 
and Only if there f?xiStS an df?ment C E Z(r) SuCh thUt g*(TC) = TC. 
Proof. First suppose that p > 2. Then g, induces the identity on z(n). In this case 
Obs (Z,, 7~, I+&) is always zero since H3(ZP, z(r)) = 0. All that remains is to point out 
that we can always take c = 1 since g*(T) = T. By (2.2) there exists some k E z(n) such 
that g*(r) = Tk. If we apply gg-’ to this eqUatiOn we obtain T = g;(T) = Tk’. Hence 
kv = 1 and so k = 1. 
Now consider the case when p = 2. We attempt to construct an extension using the 
function 4: Zz+ Aut (P) defined above. The only possible nonzero value for a 
candidate for a factor set set f: Zz x Z, - _ --, r is f(i, 1) and this element must satisfy 
@(f(l, 1)) = 4(1)+(1)4(O)-’ = g$ = p(T). Thus f(i, i) = TC for some c E z(r). Whether 
or not this f determines an extension for the abstract kernel (Z,, 7~, +!Q is determined 
by whether or not the corresponding obstruction cocycle k is zero. But the only 
nonzero value for k is k(i, i, i) = g*(TC)(TC)-‘. Thus a factor set f can be found which 
determines an extension if and only if there exists an element c E z(a) such that 
g*(TC) = Tc. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If p = 2 and g&(vr) = identity, then Obs (Z,, rr, &) = 0 if and only 
if g*(T) = ~2 for some c E Z(P). 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that M admits an action of S’ such that the evaluation map 
f? S’+ M induces a homomorphism on the fundamental groups with im (f;o) = Z(P). 
Let g be a map of M fixing x0 such that the homotopy gv = 1 has trace representing 
T E IT. Then for any c E Z(P) there is a homotopy gv = 1 having a truce which 
represents the element T’ = TC. 
Proof, For any element c E z(r) there is a cyclic homotopy G: 1 = 1 with trace c; 
namely, G(x, t) = a(t)x where a(t) is a path in (S’, 1) such that f$o([a]) = c. Compos- 
ing the given homotopy g’ = 1 with G gives the desired homotopy. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible, suficiently large 
3-manifold whose fundamental group r has nontrivial center. Let g be a map of M 
fixing x0 such that g2 = 1. Then Obs (Z,, 7~, &) = 0 if and only if there exists a 
homotopy g2 = 1 such that the truce represents an element T E P for which g*(T) = T. 
Proof. It follows from [17] that given any c E z(n) there exists an action of S’ on 
M such that c E im cf;“). The conclusion follows from (2.5) and (2.3). 
We are now ready to look at some examples illustrating the failure of Nielsen’s 
Theorem for 3-manifolds. In all the known examples, the failure is necessitated by the 
lack of an extension for the corresponding abstract kernel. This of course means that 
all the manifolds involved must have a fundamental group with nontrivial center. 
Among the compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds which are sufficiently large, 
these are precisely the Seifert fiber spaces with an orientable decomposition surface. 
Moreover, except for S’ x S’ x S’ and S’ x S’ x 1, all have an infinite cyclic center of 
their fundamental group. Thus in this case the failure of the obstruction to vanish 
occurs only when p = 2 and according to Theorem A coincides precisely with the 
failure of Nielsen’s Theorem. 
Example 2.7[12]. Let 4: T2+ T2 be the homeomorphism of the torus defined by 
&z,, z2) = (z,, z12z2). Form the quotient space M = T2 x ,J?’ from T2 x R’ by identify- 
ing (x, t) with (b(x), t + 1) and denote the points of M by [x, t]. Define the homotopy 
involution g: M --, M by g([z’. z2, t]) = [.F,, iIf e2ni’, t]. A homotopy G: M X I-, M 
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from g* to 1 may be defined by G([z,,.z2, t], s) = [z,, .z?, t - 1 + s]. If we let T denote the 
element of 7r = r&M, (1. 1.0)) represented by the trace of G, then r has a presentation 
(V,, v*, 7: [v,, vz] = [v*. T] = 1, T&T_’ = v,v2*). The center is the infinite cyclic group 
generated by 02. It is easy to see that g*(T) = v27 and g&v*) = 0;‘. Since v2 is clearly 
indivisible in z(r) it follows from (2.4) that g is not homotopic to any involution. 
Example 2.8. Let r denote the rotation of the disk D* = {pz: z E S’, 0 5 p 5 1) 
defined by r(pz) = pz exp (7ri/2). Let S be the disk-with-four-holes obtained by 
removing the interiors of four disjoint closed disks {P, r(e), r*(e), r’(e)} from D*. Let F 
denote either S or its double, 2S, and let f denote the map of period 4 induced on F 
by r. Choose a basepoint x0 fixed by f. Then f induces an automorphism on T,(F, x0) 
such that f*” = identity and f*’ # an inner automorphism. 
Let 4 = f’ and define M to be the quotient space F x 8’. The group r = r,(M, x0) 
has a presentation 
(r,(F, X0), 7: 7X7-l = d*(X), X E n,(E X0)). 
The center of rr is the infinite cyclic subgroup with generator T*. Define a homotopy 
involution g of M by g([x, t]) = [f(x), -t]. Since g2([x, 11) = [d(x), t] = [x, r - I], there 
is a homotopy G: M x Z--f M from g2 to 1 defined by G([x, t]. s) = [x, f - 1 + s]. Now 
the trace of G represents T and g*(T) = TC, where c = T-~, an indivisible element of 
z(r). Again it follows from (2.4) that g is not homotopic to an involution. (Notice that 
in this example we have g4 = 1.) 
Remark 2.9. This example can be generalized in two ways. Clearly S may be 
taken as a disk-with-4k-holes. Secondly, F may have dimension greater than 2 since 
we only used the property that z(r) is generated by TV. 
03. ADJUSTING HOMOTOPIES NEAR THE BOUNDARY 
In this section M is an irreducible, orientable Seifert fiber space and g is a map 
such that g* = 1. Suppose there exists an incompressible torus F in M such that either 
g(F) = F or g(F) fl F = 4 and g’(F) = F. (We discuss how to obtain such a torus in 
85.) We would like to deform g so that there exists a homotopy from g2 to the identity 
that is constant on F Ug(F). This cannot be done in general and the obstruction to 
doing so is Obs (Z,, a,(M), I&,). 
We first note the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose g2(x0) = x0 E F and g* = 1 by a homotopy G for which G,(F u 
g(F)) C F Ug(F). Zf T denotes the truce of G and T’= T rel x0 (on F), then there exists 
a homotopy G’: g’- 1 with G;(F Ug(F)) C F Ug(F) such that G’ agrees with G 
outside a neighborhood of F Ug(F) and 7’ is the truce of G’. 
Proof. Let X denote a regular neighborhood of F Ug(F). Construct a map K 
from (3X x Z x I) U({xo} x Z x I) U(X x Z x (0)) U(X x al x I) to X as follows: 
K(Y, 1, s) = G(y, t), y E ax, 
K(xoX Z X Z is a homotopy from T to 7’ relative to x0, 
K(x, t. 0) = G(x, t), x E X, 
K(x, 0, s) = g2(x). 
K(x, 1, s) = x. 
Clearly K can be extended to X x Z x Z--*X and K(X x Z x {I) = G’(X x I. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf Obs (Z2, r,(M), IL,) = 0 then g is homotopic to a map g’ such 
thaf g’* = 1 rel (F Ug(F)). Moreover, if F is a boundary component of A4 then g is 
homotopic to a map g’ such that g12z 1 rel (8M) 
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To prove this proposition we successively deform g by homotopies to a map g’. At 
each stage, once we see that g can indeed be improved in the desired manner, we shall 
assume that g already has this particular property and return to the notation g for the 
improved map. In the beginning of the proof we may assume that g is a homeomor- 
phism and that we have an isotopy G: g2 z 1[18], although we shall not attempt to 
maintain this throughout the proof. Our first objective is to improve the isotopy G, so 
that at each stage F Ug(F) is carried to itself. A deformation of g may be required. If 
F is a boundary component then we already have this property. 
LEMMA 3.3. Obs (Z2, r,(M), &) = 0 implies that g is homotopic to a map g’ for 
which there exists an isotopy from g12 to the identity which carries F Ug(F) onto itself 
at each stage. 
Remark. The necessity for the hypothesis requiring the obstruction to vanish is 
illustrated by Example 2.7. 
Proof. The first step is to make some adjustments on g for the case when A4 fibers 
over S’ with F as a fiber. In this case we may assume that g(F) = F and there is a 
basepoint x0 E F fixed by g. Let G be the given isotopy from g2 to the identity. If T 
denotes the trace of G, we may assume by (2.6) that g(r) = T rel x0. In this special case 
we want to change g so that the trace is homotopic rel x0 to a loop in the torus F. 
View7r1(it4, x0) as (x, t X t-’ = 4(x), x E T,(F)) and let [T] = xt” be the element represen- 
ted by the trace of G. We have g(F) = F and it follows from g*[r] = [T] that g does 
not interchange the sides of F when nf 0. Thus we can isotope g by an isotopy of the 
form H,([y, t]) = [y, t - ns/2] which slides F around n/2 times to get a map g’ = HJg 
and an isotopy G: g” 3 1 whose trace represents an element of T,(F, x0). 
We now consider the general case and assume that we have made the above 
adjustments when applicable. We follow the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [18] for Case 4, 
keeping in mind what our objectives are. Everything follows exactly the same until we 
are required to change g2 by an isotopy in subcase (b). Since we must make 
adjustments of g2 by isotopies of g, a little more care is required together with the 
hypothesis that Obs (Z,, r,(M), CL,) = 0. 
In subcase (b) we have M fibering over S’ with fiber F. Let p: F x R’ + A4 denote 
the infinite cyclic covering space corresponding to the fundamental group of the fiber 
F. We let f = G]F x I and consider the lifting f: F x I+ F x R’. Since the trace 
f(xo, t) is homotopic to a loop in F by a homotopy constant on x0, it follows that 
f(F x (0)) and f(F X(1)) lie in the same component E of p-‘(F). If we let Is be a 
strong deformation retraction of F x R’ onto E then p . r, - f is a deformation of f to 
f’: F x I + F C M such that f’(x, i) = f(x, i) for i = 0, 1. This puts us in subcase (a) of 
[18] and finishes the proof of (3.3). 
Thus at this stage in the proof of (3.2) we may assume that g2(xo) = xoE F and that 
we have a homotopy G: g2= 1 such that GI(F Us(F)) C F Ug(F). The trace T of xo 
under G is a loop in F based at x0. Since F is a torus, there exists a path y which is 
either a noncontractible simple closed curve or a constant path such that T = -y” rel x0 
(in case n = 0 we assume y is the constant path). By Lemma 3.1 we may further 
assume that the homotopy G: g2= 1 has trace y”. 
In the remainder of the proof we consider separately the two cases when g(F) = F 
and g(F) nF = 4. 
Case 1. g(F) = F. At this point we may still assume that g(xo) = x0 and g(r) ‘- 
7 rel x0. It follows that g(y) = y rel x0. Thus there exists an isotopy of F which is 
constant on x0 and moves g(y) to y[S]. We can extend this to an isotopy HI of M. If 
we define g’ = H, * g we have a map homotopic to g for which there exists an isotopy 
gr2z 1 with trace y” and g’(y) = y. Denote the improved map g’ by g. Since 
g*([y]) = [y], we can deform g by an isotopy constant outside a regular neighborhood 
of y such that afterwards we have g2 = 1 by a homotopy with a contractible trace and 
which carries F to F. Hence, by (3.1), g2 = 1 rel x0. (At this point, if y is not constant, 
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we allow g(x,J to differ from x0.) Since F is a torus we can easily deform glF by an 
isotopy rel x0 to make (g/F)‘= 1,~. This isotopy can be extended to M and so we may 
assume at this point that g/F is an involution and G: g* = 1 rel x0 with G,(F) c F. 
CLAIM 3.4. g*z I rel E 
Proof. We may assume that we have a product neighborhood I!Y = F x [0, I] or 
U = F x r-1, 11 of F = F x (0) such that for (x, s) E U we have G,(x, s) = (f(x, t), s), 
where f= GIFxl: Fxl --, F. We wish to construct a homotopic deformation fA of 
f = f. such that f,(x, t) = x and f,lF x dl= f/F x al. We define this homotopy on 
(F x I x (0)) U(F X I x (1)) U(F x dl x I) U({xo} x I x I) in the obvious way. Now F 
has a cell decomposition into one O-cell, two l-cells, and one 2-cell. If c is a l-cell, the 
homotopy is already defined on a(c x I x I) and we extend it to c x I x I. Similarly for 
the 2-cell. Suppose that U = F X [0, 11 (the case U = F x [-1, l] being similar) and use 
this homotopy of f to define the desired homotopy H: M x I + M from g* to 1 by 
H,((M - U) = G,((M - U) and H(x, s) = (l,Jx, t), s) for (x, s) E U. 
Case 2. g(F) n F = 4. If there exists a homotopy of M carrying g(F) to F, we can 
homotope g so that Case 1 applies. Assume then that t’iis is not the case. We first 
normalize the homotopy G by composing it with an appropriate cyclic homotopy. For 
this purpose we choose a third basepoint y. E Int (M - (F Ug(F))) and temporarily 
deform g to a map h by a homotopy H: g = h rel (x0 Ug(x,)) such that h(yo) = yo. 
Composing the homotopies hH, H(g x 1) gives a homotopy h*= hg = g* rel (x0 U 
g(xo)). According to (2.3) and (2.5) we can follow the homotopy of h*= 1 by a cyclic 
homotopy L: 1 = 1 such that the resulting homotopy K: h*= 1 has a trace 7 of y. 
such that h(T) = T rel y,. Let G’: g* = 1 denote the composition of G and L. Let 7’ and 
7” denote the traces of x0 and g(xo), respectively, under G’ and note that these paths 
are also the traces of .x0 and g(xo) under K. Choose a path A from x0 to yo. The 
homotopy K defines the homotopies of paths (i) 7 = h*(A-‘)+A rel y. and (ii) T = 
h3(h-‘)T”h(A) rel yo. From (i) we get h(r) = h3(A-‘)h(T’)h(A) rel y, and comparing this 
with (ii) yields T”= h(r’) rel g(xo). Since g = h rel (x0 Ug(xo)) this implies that ~“1: 
g(7’) rel 8(x0). Thus we may assume that the original homotopy G: g’= 1 has the 
property that g(T’) = 7” rel (g(xo)) where T’, 7” are the traces of x0, g(xo). Observe that 
if F is a boundary component of, M then this normalization of G (i.e. composition 
with a cyclic homotopy) need not be repeated when considering other boundary 
components. 
Recall that g’(F) = F, g2(xo) = x0 and G,(F Ug(F)) C F Ug(F). Let U = F x [a I] 
and g(U) = g(F) X [c 11 be product neighborhoods of F = F x (0) and g(F), respec- 
tively and assume that we have 
g(x, s) = 
I 
(r(x), 8s) for (x, s) E U 
(K(X), 6s) for (x, s) E g(U), 
where E = 0 or -1, 6 = 21. As in Case 1 we may also suppose that G,(x, s) = cf(x, t), s) 
for (x, s) E U and f = G/F x I. Let us assume that E = 0 and S = 1 since the other 
cases are treated similarly. 
We first adjust g so that g* will be ho.notopic to 1 by a homotopy which is 
constant on F. Defme a deformation g, of g = go by g,(M - g(U) = g/M-g(U) and 
g,(x, s) = (f(y-‘(x), (1 - s)t), s) for (x, s) E g(U). Observe that 
gr2(x, s) = 
( 
(yf(y-‘(x), 1 - ~1, ~1 for (x, s) E g(U) 
(f(x, 1 - sh s) for (x, s) E U. 
in particular, g,“lF Ug(F) = identity. We define a honotopy H: g,* = 1 rel F by first 
deforming gl’rel (M-g(U)) to g* on g(U) and then to the identity, using the 
homotopy G off U. The homotopy H is defined by 
H,J~-(Uug(~))=(g2~M-(UUg(U)). 0 5 t I l/2 
G2&4 - (U ug( U)), l/2 I t 5 1 
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- - Kk(WX~ s) = 1 (yf(y_‘(x), (1 s)(l 2C)). s), 0 5 t 5 l/2 
Gzt-,lg(Wk ~1,. l/2 5 t 5 1 
o-=t 5 l/2 
~~~~(x.~)={~~~x~f)~(2t-2),s)), 1/25t51’ 
Observe that the trace of g,(xJ = (g,(x&O) under H is the product of the paths 
g(r)-‘). T” which we have seen is =O rel g(xO). Thus, by the same argument as in 
Lemma 3.4, we can further adjust the homotopy H in g(U) to obtain g,*= 
1 rel (F Ug(F)). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
54. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
Let M denote a compact, irreducible, orientable Seifert fiber space. Unless M is 
one of the exceptional cases considered later, we only need to consider fiber- 
preserving homeomorphisms in view of the following. 
THEOREM 4.1[ 161. If M contains an incompressible fibered torus not parallel to a 
boundary component, then every homeomorphism g of M is isotopic to a fiber- 
preserving homeomorphism h. Furthermore, if g is already fiber-preserving on aM, then 
we may assume that h is isotopic to g by an isotopy constant on aM. 
We will often find it necessary to change a fiber-preserving homeomorphism by an 
isotopy which is constant on certain incompressible fibered surfaces to another 
fiber-preserving homeomorphism. By the following theorem [18, pp. 85-861 we may 
assume that this change can be made via a fiber-isotopy, i.e. a fiber-preserving 
isotopy. 
THEOREM 4.2[18]. If M contains an incompressible fibered torus not parallel to a 
boundary component of M and if G: M x I + M is an isotopy with G, = lM, G, = f (a 
fiber-preserving homeomorphism) then there exists a fiber-isotopy H: M x I + M with 
HI = lM and Ho = f. If T is a fibered incompressible surface in M such that G( T x I) C 
T, then we can assume that H(T X I) C T. Furthermore, if F is a system of fibered 
incompressible surfaces in M such that G(F x I) c F and GIF x I is a fiber-isotopy, 
then we can also assume that HIF x I = GIF x I. 
Given a homeomorphism f: M + M with f’= 1 rel aM, we will construct in- 
compressible annuli Fi such that f*(Fi) = Fi and either f(Fi) = Fi or f(Fi) nFi = 4. By 
splitting M along these surfaces we can study the restriction of f to the resulting 
simpler pieces. The construction of these surfaces is based on the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that M contains a properly embedded, fibered, essential 
annulus. If g: M + M is a fiber-preserving homeomorphism with g* = 1 rel aM, then 
there exists a fibered essential annulus F in M and a fiber-preserving homeomorphism 
h isotopic to g rel aM with h*(F) = F and either h(F) = For h(F) nF = 4. 
Proof. We adopt the following notation. Let p: M + M* be the projection onto 
the orbit-surface M* and for X C M let X* = p(X). Denote by E the set of 
exceptional fibers of M. Observe that a fiber-preserving map f: M --, M induces a map 
f*: M*-, M* and a fit .--isotopy G, of M induces an isotopy G: of M* which is 
constant on E*. 
Step 1. Let G: M x I + M be a fiber-isotopy, constant on aM, with Go= g* and 
G, = I&,. Let A be a fibered essential annulus in M. By a fiber-isotopic deformation of 
A and g rel aM we move A, g(A), and g’(A) into general position mod aM such 
that the number of components in A rig(A)) is as small as possible. From among all 
such annuli we suppose that A is one with the fewest number of components in 
A ng(A). Observe that A rig(A) and A fig*(A) consists of unions of fibers and that 
A rig(A) ng’(A) C aM. If g(A) is fiber-isotopic to A rel aM then we deform g by this 
fiber-isotopy to obtain g(A) = A. Thus we assume that g(A) is not fiber-isotopic to 
A rel aM. 
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Since A is isotopic to g*(A) by an isotopy constant on ah& it follows from [la, 5.41 
that there exist surfaces A C A, B k g*(A) such that A fig*(A) = i?A and A is 
parallel to B. Furthermore A and 8 are fibered annuli and we may assume that 
B flA = 3s (for if we don’t have this initially a new innermost pair of annuli can be 
found in the region bounded by A Us which do have this property). It is convenient 
to view the situation in M*. There exists a disk D C M* - E* such that aD = 
D fl(A* Ug**(A*)) = a Ub, where a =p(A) and b = p(B). Let cl,. . ., c. be the 
components of g*(A*) flD. Each ci is an arc with one endpoint in each of CI and b. 
For, if &z; C a, then there exists an innermost such cj with 8Cj C a and a fiber- 
isotopy of g, constant on aM, that pushes p-‘(q) out of p-‘(D), thereby reducing the 
number of components of A fig(A). Similarly for JCj C b. 
Let V:, . . ., U*, be pairwise disjoint regular neighborhoods of cl,. . ., c, in D and 
let VT,. . ., Vz be pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of UT,. . ., U:, respectively, in 
M*. Let lJi = p-‘(UT), Vi = p-‘(VT) and assume these are small with respect to 
aA UA Ug(A) Ug*(A). We identify Vi with p-‘(c;) XI, where p-‘(s) = Pm’(Ci) X {l/2}, 
and Vi fl(.& UB) = a@-‘(Ci)) X I. For each i there is an isotopy of M, constant on 
A4 - Vi, which preserves the set g(A), replaces g*(A) fl Vi by (p-‘(Ci) X aI) U (A fl Vi), 
and then pushes A fl Vi slightly off Vi to the other side of A. If we let h, denote the 
composition of these isotopies, then we have h,laM = laM, h,(g(A)) = g(A), rr.d 
(h&‘(A) = h(g*(A)). 
Now D- UV: consists of disks D,, . . ., Dn+,. Let NT,. . ., PI:+, be pairwise 
disjoint neighborhoods of these disks (small with respect to A* Uh:g*(A*) U 
hTg*‘(A*)). For each i there exists an isotopy of A.4, constant on A4 - Ni, which 
replaces p-‘(Q) tl h,g*(A) by p-‘(Q) flA and then pushes it slightly off A to the other 
side (rel aM). Then the composition of these isotopies, k,, is an isotopy of M, constant 
on aiI4 such that (&,h,g)2(A) = k,h,g*(A). Let us denote this new map k,h,g again by g. 
After finitely many steps we obtain in this way a disk D as before with a = A* and 
b = g:(A*). Again, just as above, there is a fiber-isotopy ret aM of the pair (M, g(A)) 
deforming g to a homeomoxphism gl with g,‘(A) = A. Note that g*(A) nA = g(A) flA 
and hence g,(A) nA is still minimal. Now denote gl again by g. 
Step 2. Each component of g(A) flA is an ordinary fiber and A Ug(A) is 
separated by these fibers into fibered annuli. The components .in both sets are 
permuted by g. Since g*laM = 1 it follows that each component of g(A) flA and of 
(A Ug(A)) - g(A) nA is mapped to itself by g*. Keep in mind that g(A) Z A rel aM 
and g(A) flA is minimal. 
Case 1. A fig(A) = C C Int (M), a single fiber in Int (A). After a fiber-isotopic 
deformation of g, we may assume that there is a small disk D* with C* E Int D* such 
that g*ID* is an involution and D* meets each of A* and g*(A*) in an arc. aD* is the 
union of four arcs, al, u2, b,, b2, with endpoints in A* Ug*(A*) such that g*(u, Uu2) = 
(a, UUZ) and g*(b, U bJ = bl U b2. Let a and b denote the two arcs in M* for which 
a U b = A* and a fib = c*. Observe that at least one of the fibered annuli A, = 
~-‘(a Ug*(u)) or A2 = ~-‘(a Ug*(b)) is essential in M. The annulus A, is invariant 
under g. To adjust A*, let d be the arc in aD* with endpoints (a Ug*(b)) naD* and 
disjoint from b fl all*. Then Ai = ~-‘[(a Ug(b) - D*) U d] is fiber-isotopic to A2 and 
g(A;) n A; = 4. 
Case 2. A fig(A) contains at least two fibers and g(dA) # dA. Choose an annulus 
T C g(A) such that T f7&4# t#~ and T VIA is a single fiber (Y. Now a separates A into 
two annuli and we can choose one of these, say S, such that S UT is an essential 
annulus B in M If g(B) # B then we need to regain the general position between B 
and g(B). Let U denote a small regular neighborhood of T such that U nA is a 
regular neighborhood of a in A. Choose a new annulus T’ close to T in U such that 
(i) T’n(A Ug(A))= T’flA= aT’-(T’flaM); (ii) in S, (r U(aT’nA) bounds an 
annulus K; (iii) the interior of the region in U with frontier K U T U T’ is disjoint 
from A Ug(A). Now g(T’)flT’= c$ since g(T) # S. Define B’ to be the annulus 
T’ U(S - K), which is isotopic to B, and observe that g(B’) nB’ is simpler than 
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g(A) nA since at least Q has disappeared and nothing new is added. But this is 
contrary to our choice of the annulus A. 
Case 3. g(aA) = 8A. Choose an annulus T C g(A) such that T flA = 8T and 
JT n&f+ 4. Let a = aT - (8T fIJM) and let S denote the annulus in A with 
aS = aT. First observe that g*lJM* is not the identity. This may be seen by consider- 
ing p = JT-a when g*(p*) = /3* and taking a small regular neighborhood W of /3* 
meeting each of S* and T* in one arc and which, after a slight deformation of 
g rel aM, is invariant under g*. Then W - (S* UT*) consists of three components, 
where the two which meet aM* are interchanged since g*(T*) C S*. Clearly this 
does not permit g*laM* to be the identity near p*. 
Now consider the torus B = S U T and note that because of our original choice of 
A, S is not parallel to T. There are three cases which arise: (i) g(B) rl B = 4; (ii) 
g(B) = B; (iii) g(B) tlB# 4 and g(B) # B. 
Subcase (i). B fig(B) = 4. We have B naM = d, a single fiber. Let N be a 
trivially fibered solid torus neighborhood of d such that N flaM is an annulus, 
g(N) n N = 4, and aN ft B consists of two fibers in B. Let k,, k2 denote the closures 
of the two components of (JN - aM)- (B naN), which are annuli meeting aM. By 
deforming g in N rel aM we can assume that g’(ki) = ki. Define F = (B - N) U k, U k2. 
Then g(F) tl F = 4, g’(F) = F, and, since B is essential, F is also an essential annulus 
in M. 
Subcase (ii). g(B) = B. First suppose that B naM = d, a single fiber. Let D* be a 
disk in M* - E* such that D* naM* is an arc with d* in its interior and D* fl 
(S* U T*) consists of two arcs interchanged by g* (we may find it necessary to isotope 
g slightly here rel aM). Now we deform g and D = p-‘(D*) by a fiber-isotopy constant 
on aM U B to obtain g(D) = D. Each component of aD - (B U aM) is an annulus. Let 
Ao. A,, A2 denote the closures of these components, where A0 fl aM = q5 and Ai rl aM 
is a fiber (i = l,2).Theng(A,UA2)=A,UA2andtheannulus F=(B-D)UAIUA2is 
essential in M and g(F) = F. 
Now suppose that B rl aM = dl U d2, two fibers. If g(dJ = dl then we can find a 
disk D* about dl; just as we did above and use it to obtain a torus B’ = (B - D) U A,, 
which meets aM in just the single fiber d2. But we have just described how this 
situation should be treated. Thus let us assume that g(dl) = d2. Recall that B = S UT, 
where S and T are essential annuli with S ft T = B flaM. Let D* be a small disk 
neighborhood of d: in M* - E* such that g*(D*) nD* = 0 and aD* - aM* = 
AZ UAT UA?, three arcs which are the components of (aD* - aM*)- B*, where 
aAz = (Int (S*) UInt (T*)) fl aD* and aA: consists of one point in aM* and one point 
in Int (S*) naD*. Again we can assume that g:(AT) = A:. Let F* = 
(S* - (S* n D*)) UAT. Then F = p-‘(F*) is an essential annulus in M with g(F) II F = 
I#J and g’(F) = F. 
Subcase (iii). We first use the methods of Case 2 to find a new torus B’ isotopic to 
B rel aM such that g’(B’) = B’ and g(B’) rl B’ is simpler than g(A) nA. The only 
change is in our choice of the annulus T’ which now should satisfy (i)’ T’n 
(A Ug(A)) = T’ fl A = aT’, where aT’ fl aM = aT II aM, instead of.(i). Then we can use 
the same techniques as in subcases (i) and (ii) to change B’ near B’ fl aM to obtain an 
essential annulus B” with g(B”) fl B” simpler than g(A) fl A, contrary to our choice of 
A. 
Case 4. A fig(A) = d, a single fiber in aM. Using the construction above in Case 3. 
Subcase (ii), we can construct from A an annulus F, isotopic to A, such that 
g(F) nF = 4 and g*(F) = F. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
Now we would like to split M along an essential annulus as given by Lemma 4.3 to 
obtain a fibered manifold M’ such that for each component M: we have (f(M’J’ = 
1 rel aM:. For this we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be an irreducible orientable 3-manifold and let F be a system of 
incompressible surfaces in M with F’ n aM = aF’ Z 4 for each component F’ of F. 
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Suppose that f: M-, M is a homeomorphism with f(F) = F and f 3 1 rel aM. Then 
there is a homotopy G: M x Z --) M from f to lM, constant on JM, such that 
G(F x Z) C F. Furthermore, if f/F = lF then f = 1 rel (F UJM). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.3 of [ 181. Let H: M x Z + M 
be the given isotopy from f to lM. Let h =H(FxZ: FxZ*M. Then h(FxO)= 
h(F x 1) = F and hjaF x Z is the projection. We can construct a homotopy h,: 
F x Z + M with h,, = h, h,la(F x I) = h,,la(F x I) and h,(F x I) C F. Indeed, since the 
interior of F x Z admits a decomposition into open 2- and 3-cells, the obstructions to 
extending h,ja(F X I) to h, on F x Z lie in Ker (r,(F)+ r,(M)) and q(F), which are 
zero. For h,, we already have it defined on a(F x Z x I) and the obstructions to 
extending h, to F x Z x Z lie in r,(M) and v,(M), which are again trivial. Finally, we 
wish to extend h, to a homotopy ZZ, with Ho = H, H,la(M x I) = HJa(M x I). Let U 
be a product neighborhood of F in A4 and let H,((Mx I)--(U XI) = 
H&L4 x I) - (U X I), Z&IF x Z = h,. This, together with H,la(M x I) = H,,la(M x I), 
leaves only the extension of H, to [Int(UxZxZ)-(FxZxZ)]U 
[Int (U x Z x {I}) - F x Z x {l}]. It is easily seen that all obstructions to the extension 
of Z-Z, as well as the obstructions to extending ZY, vanish since M is aspherical. Then 
G = H, is the desired homotopy. 
Now suppose that f/F = lF. By the above we may assume that there is a homotopy 
G, constant on aM, from f to 1 M such that G(F x I) C F. Let U be a product 
neighborhood of F in M. We proceed to change G to a homotopy K: M x Z + M such 
that Kj(MxZ)-(UxZ)=GJ(MxZ)-(UXZ), KJMxO=f, KIMx(l}= lw and 
K/F x Z is the projection onto E We only need to extend K to Int (U -F) x Int (I) 
which can be decomposed into 3- and 4-cells. In fact, since A4 - F is aspherical, we 
can deform the extension into M - F such that K((M - F) x I) C M - F. By (7.1) of 
[18] we may assume that K is an isotopy. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let F be an essential fibered annulus in the Seifert fiber space M. Let 
g: M --) M be a fiber-preserving homeomorphism of M such that g* = 1 rel aA4, g*(F) = 
F, and either g(F) = F or g(F) fl F = 4. Then there is a fiber-preserving homeomor- 
phism h isotopic to g rel 8M with h(F) = g(F) and hZ = 1~ rel (aM U F U h(F)). 
Proof. Case 1. g(F) = F. By Lemma 4.4 there is a homotopy G: gz = 1 rel dM 
such that G(F x I) C F. Thus on F we have (glF)2 = 1 rel 8F. Hence there is a 
fiber-preserving homeomorphism h’ of F with (h’)’ = lF and h’ = g/F rel aF. We shall 
extend h’ to a homeomorphism h of A4 such that h = g(re1 JM) and find a homotopy 
H: A4 X I+ M with Z-Z0 = h2, HI = lo, and HI(~M U F) x Z equal to the projection. 
Let U be a product neighborhood of F in M and define a homotopy K: 
Mxl+M as follows: K((M-U U JM)XZ=glM-UUaM)xZ, K(FxZ is the 
given homotopy from g/F to h’. To extend K to M x {1}, note that U = F x [-1, I], 
F x [- 1, 01 and F X [O, 11 are all solid tori. We will show how to define K on 
F x [- 1.01 X {1}, the definition on F x [0, I] X {1} being similar. Let D be a meridian 
disk in F X [- 1,Ol of the form a X Z, where CY is an arc on F that joins the two 
components of dF. Note that hIa x (-1) = g/a! x {-I}, h/&y x Z = glaa x Z and hIa x 
(0) = h’la x (0). S ince h’la x (0) = gja x (0) rel (aa x (0)) and since g extends over 0, so 
does h. The obstruction to extending K to the rest of F x [-l,O] x (1) lies in rt(M) 
which is zero. Finally, the obstructions to extending K to F x [-l,O] x Int Z lie in 
PZ(M) and &M) which are also zero. Thus we have h = g rel 8M and by the 
discussion of pp. 85-86 of [18] we can assume that h is fiber-preserving. Furthermore, 
by Lemma 4.4 we see that h* is isotopic to 1 M by an isotopy constant on aA u F. 
Case 2. g(F) II F = 4. By Lemma 4.4 there is a homotopy Z-Z: gz = 1 rel aM with 
HJ(F U&F) X I) C F Ug(F). Thus (g/F Ug(F)J2= 1 rel (8F Uag(F)). By a construc- 
tion similar to that in Case 1 we can find a fiber isotopy k, of h4, constant on aM, such that 
ko = 1~ k,ldF) = IlgW’), and ki - g21F = l/F. For h = k, . g we have (hlF)* = k, - g21F = 
l/F. Therefore, h21F Uh(F)= 1IF Uh(F) and we can apply Lemma 4.4 to finish the 
proof. 
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We are now ready to prove Theorem C. First we consider the exceptional cases 
when A4 is one of D* x S’, S’ x S’ x I, or the S’-bundle over the Moebius band. These 
manifolds are exceptional in the sense that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 fail to hold for them. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M be D* x S’, S’ x S’ x 1, or the (orientable) S’-bundle over the 
Moebius band. Let g: M+ M be a homeomorphism with g* = 1 rel aM. Then there is 
an involution h: M+ M such that h = g rel a&f. Furthermore, h is fiber-preserving for 
some Seifert fibering of M. In the case when M = D2 x S’ this Seifert fibering may be 
chosen subject only to the restriction that glaM be fiber-preserving. 
Proof. It is well known that there are exactly six (up to equivalence) maps f of 
S’ x S’ such that f* = 1, namely f(x, y) = (x, y), (a, y), (x, -y), (a, -y), (3, Y), and 
(Y? x)171. 
Case 1. M = D* X S’. We first remark that it is easy to show that if f and g are 
two homeomorphisms of M such that flaM = glaM then f is homotopic to g by a 
homotopy constant on aM. We are given a map g of M such that g* = 1 rel aM. One 
can easily find a fibering of M such that g[aM is fiber-preserving and no fiber is 
homologous to the boundary of a meridian disk. If we are already presented with such 
a libering of M with respect to which glaM is fiber-preserving then take the given 
fibering. Since a meridian curve k’ is homotopic on aM to g(k’), we can find a mer- 
idian disk D with k = dD = D fl aM such that either g(k) = k or g(k) n k = 4. In case 
g(k) n k = 4 let D’ be a second meridian disk disjoint from D with aD’ = g(k) 
(otherwise let D’ = 4). If the fibering under consideration is of type (a, p) then we 
may assume that both disks have the property of meeting each ordinary fiber in Q! 
points and the exceptional fiber E in a single point. Now define g’: M + M by letting 
g’]aM = glaM and using the cone construction to extend first over D and D’, coning 
with the points E n D and E n D’, and then over the 3-cell(s) M - (aM U D UD’) by 
coning with a point(s) in E -(E n(D U D’)). This defines an involution g’ on M 
homotopic to g rel aM. Now splitting M along D U D’ gives M’, each component of 
which is D* x I where each ordinary fiber in M lifts to a vertical segments in each 
D* x I. If the above cone constructions are done linearly with respect to the linear 
structure given by the parametrization D* x I, then g’ will preserve the fibers of M. 
Case 2. M = S’ x S’ x I. Since (glaM)* * 1 we can find an annulus A properly 
embedded in M with aA = co UC, such that ci c S’ x S’ x {i} and either g(S) = Ci or 
g(S) fl(c, UC,) = 4, for i = 0,l. Isotope g rel aM so as to move g(A) into general 
position with respect to A modulo aA. Any contractible simple closed curves in 
A fig(A) can be eliminated by the usual method: If D is a disk in A with D fig(A) = 
aD then there is a parallel disk D’ in g(A) with aD’ = aD. We can push D’ across the 
3-cell bounded by D UD’ by an isotopy of g rel aM to simplify g(A) fl A. Observe that 
if co = g(co) and co contains an endpoint of an arc J in A fig(A) - aA, then such 
endpoints must occur in pairs in co (similarly for cl when cl = g(c’)). But then any 
such arc J is part of a contractible simple closed curve in A fig(A) and can thus be 
eliminated. It follows that we may assume A rig(A)) consists of pnly simple closed 
curves which are parallel to co. Now we can apply methods similar to those of Lemma 
4.3 to obtain either g(A) = A or g(A) nA = C#J and g*(A) = A. Since A remains 
essential in M we still have aA intersecting both components of aM. 
If we split M along A Ug(A) we obtain M’, a union of solid tori. With this in mind, 
together with the fact that g(aA) is either equal to aA or parallel to aA in aM, we can 
define a Seifert fiber structure on M such that A Ug(A) is fibered and gl(aM UA U 
g(A)) is fiber-preserving. To complete the proof we apply Case 1 to each invariant 
component of M’, and, if they are not invariant, deform g rel aM’ to an involution and 
then redefine the fiber structure on one component to make g fiber-preserving. 
Case 3. M is the orientable S-bundle over a Moebius band. M may be viewed as 
an annulus bundle over S’ in which the annulus fibers are unique up to isotopy. We 
may choose such an annulus fiber A with aA = co U cl such that either g(S) = Ci or 
g(s) n(co U c,) = C$ for i = 0,l. Just as in Case 2, we adjust g and A such that either 
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g(A) = A or g(A) tlA = 4 and g*(A) = A, where A remains a nonseparating annulus. 
Now the proof can be finished as in Case 2 since splitting M along A Ug(A) yields 
either one or two solid tori. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M be an orientable Seifert fiber space .with aM# #J and suppose 
that g: M+ M is a fiber-preserving homeomorphism such that g* is homotopic to 1~ 
by a homotopy constant on aM. Then there is a fiber-preserving involution h of M 
which is isotopic to g by an isotopy constant on aM. 
Proof. Let c(M) denote the sum of the number of exceptional fibers in M 
together. with the minimal length of a hierarchy for M defined by fibered annuli 
reducing M to solid tori. 
If M = D2X S’ the theorem follows from Lemma 4.6. Thus we assume c(M) 2 1 
and proceed by induction on c(M). (Note that c(M) = 0 implies that M is a trivially 
fibered torus.) Assume that the theorem holds for Seifert fiber spaces with a complex- 
ity 5n and suppose that M is a Seifert fiber space with c(M) = n + 1. By applying 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we find a fibered essential annulus F and a fiber-preserving 
homeomorphism g of M such that g is isotopic to g rel aM, g*(F) = F, and either 
g(F) = F or g(F) flF = Cp. By Lemma 4.5 we can assume in addition that g* = 
lM rel(F Ug(F) U&V). Splitting M along F Ug(F), we obtain (at most three) 
components Mi such that c(Mi) zs n. Let gi denote the homeomorphism induced on Mi 
by g. For some j we have gi: Mi + Mb If i = j then g: = 1 rel aMi and by induction or 
Lemma 4.6 there is an isotopy k,’ of Mi, constant on aMi, such that (kl’gi)? = 1IMi. If 
if j then ggi = 1lMi rel aMi and there is an isotopy k,’ of M, constant on (M - Mi), 
such that kl’gigi = l(Mi. Set k,’ = 1. If we let k = k,‘, . . ., klq (1 5 4 5 3) and take h = kg 
we get h* = lu. 
Proof of Theorem C. If M is a solid torus, the product bundle S’ x S’ x I, or the 
S’-bundle over the Moebius band then the theorem follows from Lemma 4.6. In any 
other case Lemma 4.1 applies. Thus for any boundary component T of M invariant 
under g and any fiber a in T we have g(a) isotopic to (Y. Since gjT is an involution we 
can find a simple closed curve p, isotopic on T to a, such that either g(p) = /3 or 
g(B) fl@ = 4. (The curve /3 may be constructed, for example, by carrying out the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [14] in one dimension lower.) Now the fibering of M can be 
isotopically deformed near T such that p is a fiber on T and such that gJT is 
fiber-preserving. If T is a boundary component of M such that g(T) n T = 4, then we 
need to adjust the fibering of M only near g(T) to make glT UgT fiber-preserving. 
Thus we may assume that glaM is fiber-preserving. By Lemma 4.1 we can deform 
g rel aM to make g fiber-preserving on M. Now Theorem 4.6 applies. 
45. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
For this section we let M denote a closed, orientable, irreducible Seifert fiber 
space which contains an incompressible fibered torus. Let g be a map of M such that 
g* is homotopic to 1,~ In view of [ISI and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we may assume that g is 
a fiber-preserving homeomorphism and there exists a fiber-isotopy G: g*z. I~. In 
order to apply the results of 583 and 4 we will need to construct a fibered torus 
satisfying certain properties. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to have this torus 
incompressible in which case 03 would be directly applicable. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a fibered torus F in M and a fiber-preserving homeomor- 
phism h homotopic to g such that h*F = F and either (i) F is incompressible and either 
h(F) = For h(F) II F = 4, or (ii) F bounds a nontrivially fibered solid torus in M and 
h(F) = F. 
Proof. Case 1. There exists an exceptional fiber y such that g(y) = y. Let lJ be a 
fibered solid torus with y as core and choose a torus F in U such that F is parallel to 
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JU and g(F) Ug*(F) C U. Since both F and g(F) are parallel to 8U in M - y it 
follows that there exists a fiber-isotopy of g after which g(F) = F. 
Case 2. No exceptional fiber is invariant under g and there exist at least 4 
exceptional fibers. We shall use the notation and methods of Lemma 4.3 and the 
reader will be referred back to the proof of (4.3) for certain details. Let A* denote an 
arc in M* such that Int (A*) contains no image of an exceptional fiber, the endpoints 
of A* lie on the image of two exceptional fibers, say 7: and y:, and g*(aA*) fldA* = 
4. As in (4.3), we may assume (after a fiber-isotopy and perhaps another choice for A) 
that A* flg*(A*) is minimal and g**(A*) = A*. We claim that A* flg*(A*) = 4. For if 
not, we can find an arc T” in g*(A*) such that aT* = g(yy) U(A* n T*). Let S* 
denote the arc in A* with X!?* = (T* flA*) Uy?. Let B* = S* UT*. Using the 
methods of (4.3) we can adjust B* and g*, using fiber-isotopies of M, such that 
g*(B*) nB* is simpler than A* flg*(A*), contradicting the minimality of A* flg*(A*) 
among all such arcs A*. 
Thus we may assume that g**(A) = A* and g*(A*) llA* = 4. Let U* be a small 
regular neighborhood of A* such that g*(V*) n U* = 4. We can deform g by a 
fiber-isotopy such that g**( V*) = U*. Then F = p-‘(au*) is an incompressible fibered 
torus such that g(F) rl F = q3 and g*(F) = F. 
Case 3. M contains a nonseparating fibered torus F (there is some overlap here 
with Case 2). 
Step 1. We first choose a basepoint x0 E F and adjust g by a fiber-isotopy such 
that 8(x0) # x0 and g2(xo) = x0. Then we deform g and F such that F, g(F), g*(F) are in 
general position, g*(xo) = x0, and F rig(F)) is as small as possible. From among all such 
fibered nonseparating tori we may assume we have chosen F such that F rig(F)) is 
minimal. Now, by the same method as we used in (4.3), we deform F and g by 
fiber-isotopies to obtain g*(F) = F and g2(xo) = x0. 
Step 2. We perform the type of equivariant surgery on F as we used in (4.3), 
taking into account the additional situations which may arise since we have no 
boundary components of F fixed by g*. Observe that g* maps the set of components 
of F - (F ng(F)) into itself. 
Subcase 1. F* llg*(F*) consists of a single point. This case is treated the same as 
Case 1 of (4.3) with a nonseparating invariant torus resulting. 
Subcase 2. F* ng*(F*) consists of at least two points. There exists a pair of 
annuli, S C F and T C g(F), such that aT = T flF = aS (S of course may meet 
g(F) in more than &S). Since F does not separate M, at least one of the tori T U S or 
T U(F - S) also has this property, say F’. If g(F’) # F’ then we want to recover 
general position between F’ and g(F’) in such a way that they have simpler 
intersection than did g(F) and F. This can be done by following the proof in [7] for 
Theorem B (substituting “nonseparating” for the term “HI-invariant” throughout) and 
using the techniques above in Lemma 4.3 to compensate for the failure of g to be an 
involution as it is in [7]. Since F was initially chosen with the property that F rig(F)) 
be minimal, either g(F’) fl F’ = 4 initially or the above construction produces a fibered 
torus F’ not separating M such that g(F’) = F’. 
If the torus F obtained from Lemma 5.1 is incompressible then we can directly 
apply the results of $3. However, if F bounds a nontrivially fibered solid torus (and is 
thus compressible) with the exceptional fiber y as core, then F is at least in- 
compressible in M - y and the fiber-isotopy G: g*= lM leaves y invariant. This is 
enough for us to use the methods of §3 to obtain the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let F be the boundary of a nontrivially fibered solid tones and suppose 
that the fiber-preserving map g is such that g(F) = F and g* is fiber-isotopic to 1. If 
Obs (Z,, rr,(.V), JI,) = 0 then there exists a fiber-preserving homeomorphism h fiber- 
isotopic to g such that h(F) = F and h* is fiber isotopic to 1 by an isotopy constant on 
F. 
Proof. Since y is invariant under G we can assume that a fibered regular 
neighborhood U of y is invariant under G where F = 8U. We first want to adjust g to 
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obtain g*= IM rel x0 for some basepoint x0 E F. Thus choose x0 E F and deform g 
(keeping F invariant) such that g(x,& = x0. Let T denote the trace of x0 under the 
isotopy G: g*= 1, where we may assume that G,(F) C F. Since Obs (Z,, n,(M), &) = 
0 we may assume that g*[T] = [T]. Let h E a,(M) denote the element represented by 
the fiber containing x0 and let q E a,(M) denote the element represented by a 
cross-sectional curve to the fibers in F. Then @ = heB for integers a > p > 0 and 
[r] = h”q’. We adjust g so that b = 0. So suppose that b# 0 and recall that g*(h) = h” 
since g is fiber-preserving. Hence g*(q) = q because g&r]) = [T]. It follows that the 
path T* in the orbit surface winds around the circle F* b times and that g,(T*)= 
T* rel xf in F*. Therefore there exists a fiber isotopy of g, keeping F invariant, after 
which we may assume that T* = 0 rel xz in F*, or equivalently, b = 0. Thus if j3 is the 
fiber in F containing x0, then T = /3” re x 1 o f or some integer n. By Lemma 3.1 we may 
assume that T is in fact equal to p”. When n# 0 it follows that g*[p] = [p]. Thus, in 
any case, we may deform g by a fiber-isotopy, keeping F invariant, after which we 
will have a fiber-isotopy G: g’s lM rel x0 such that G,(F) C F. 
Now Claim 3.4 can be applied to complete the proof of (5.2). 
Once we have this, the proof of Theorem A follows routinely. Find a surface F as 
in (5.1) and use either (3.2) or (5.2) to deform g such that g*z 1 rel (F Ug(F)). Now 
split M along F Ug(F) to obtain a Seifert fiber space M’ with boundary and a 
fiber-preserving homeomorphism g’ such that g’* = 1 rel aM’. On any components of 
M’ which are invariant under g’ we apply Theorem C to change g’ to a fiber- 
preserving involution via a homotopy constant on aM’. On any pair of components 
interchanged by g’, it is easy to deform g’ relative to aM’ to an involution which 
preserves a fiber structure of M’. Obviously, these deformations can all be copied in 
M. 
96. HOMOTOPICALLY PERIODIC MAPS OF ODD PRIME PERIOD 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem B. For a group G we let G’ denote 
the commutator subgroup and denote the projection onto the abelianization by p: 
G -P G/G’. Recall that z(G) denotes the center of G. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a finitely generated group such that p(z(G)) has rank one. If 
LY is an automorphism of G whose outer automorphism class has nonzero finite order 
in Out (G) then there exists a finitely generated normal subgroup H of G such that GIH 
is infinite cyclic and H is invariant under a. 
Proof. (The idea for this proof was shown to us by Stephen Meskin.) Let 7: 
G + F, denote the projection onto the free abelian group F, = (G/G’)/Tor (G/G’) of 
rank n 2 1. Let the matrix A E GL(n, 2) represent the periodic automorphism of .F,, 
induced by a. For a generator c of 7(2(G)) = 2 we have A * c = EC (E = tl). Hence 
det (A - EI) = 0. It follows that there exists a nontrivial element yI E F, with y, . A = 
l yl. (Such an element yI may be found by viewing A as an automorphism of an 
n-dimensional vector space over the rationals, in which we have F, embedded, where 
there clearly exists an x such that x - A = ex. Now multiply x by the least common 
multiple of the denominators of its components to obtain an element corresponding to 
y, with integral components.) 
Let K, = {x E F,,/y, - x = 0). Note that A(K,) C K, and hence A(K,) = K, since A 
is periodic. If c E K, we repeat this construction using A, = AIK, to obtain y2 E K, 
such that y2 * A = l y2. We continue to generate yi+, E Ki as long as c E Ki. Since this 
construction yields a sequence of mutually orthogonal vectors yI, y2,. . ., we find after 
at most n-steps some y. with y. * A = eye and y. - c # 0. 
Let X0 = {x E F,,: YO - x = 0) and let H be the kernel of y. the composition of the 
two projections G + F,, --, F,,/Xo. Observe that F,JKo = 2 and hence G/H z 2. Since 
AK0 = Ko, we have a(H) C H. If k is the order of A, it follows from the normality of 
H that H = a’(H) c a’-‘(H) c . . . C a(H) C H and therefore a(H) = H. 
To show that H is finitely generated, recall that there is an infinite cyclic subgroup 
C of z(G) such that C nH = (1). Consider the following commutative diagram with 
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exact rows: 
7 
I-H- G- Z- o 
Iqs lq I 
l-H’-G/CT’-Z/q(C)-0 
Here H’= ker y’ and 4’ is defined by commutativity of the diagram. It is easy to show 
that 4’ is epic. Since H flC = (1) it follows that 4’ is manic. Since H’ has finite index 
in G/C, which is finitely generated, it follows that H’, and hence H, is finitely 
generated. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let M be a compact, P*-irreducible 3-manifold such that the image of 
z(at(M)) in H,(M; Z) has rank 1. Let h: M+ M be a map such that hP = 1 for some 
positive integer p. Then M fibers ouer S’ with fiber a surface F which is homotopic in 
M ro h(F). 
Proof. There is an infinite cyclic subgroup C of z(rl(M)) and an exact sequence 
(*) l-H- r,(M)-Z- 1 
in which H fl C = (1). The last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 6.1 shows that H is 
finitely generated. Therefore, by Stalling’s Theorem[l3], i&f fibers over S’ with fiber a 
surface F such that i*(al(F, x0)) = H C r,(M, x0). 
If h = 1 there is nothing further to prove. If h# 1 we may assume that h(xO) = x0 
and therefore h* E Aut (~!(i%f, x0)). Since hg E Inn (r,(M, x0)), it follows from Lemma 
6.1 that there is a sequence (*) with h*(H) = H. Consider the covering space p: 
F x R’ + M corresponding to H C r,(M, x0) and let 7 generate the group of covering 
transformations. Since h,(H) = H, we can lift h to a map h: F x R’+ F x R’. Assume 
that F x (0) is a component of p-‘(F). Then there exists a positive integer n such that 
~“(h(Fx{0})~F~{0}=~. It follows from [l] that Fx{O}U~~(~(FX{O})) bounds a 
submanifold X = F x I. Now plX defines the desired homotopy carrying F to h(F). 
Now if M is an orientable, closed Seifert fiber space which fibers over S’ with 
fiber distinct from the torus, then the image of z(r,(M)) in H,(M; Z) has rank 
one[lO]. Hence Theorem B follows from Lemma 6.2 and the following from [14]. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let M = F x R’l& where F is a closed orientable surface of negative 
Euler characteristic and 4 is a homeomorphism of F. Suppose that h([F x {O}]) = 
[F x {O}] and hP 3 1 for some odd prime p. Then there is a homeomorphism h’ of M 
such that h’= h and hlP = 1. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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